

Host AGM_John says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<Begin Mission>>>>>>>>>>

MO_Cole says:
:: in sickbay writing up daily duty shifts::

EO_Hebert says:
:: In Engineer, running minor diagnostics on ship's systems ::

CTOValrek says:
::on my way to Derek's quarters::

CSO_Gol says:
::on bridge at science station 1::

TAC_Derek says:
::In room wondering if the crew will kill him today or tomorrow::

Ops_Gregg says:
::on bridge @ station::

CNS_Kent says:
::on SB118::

Enziri says:
::walking through the corridors in the Star Base::

Host Adm_Klord says:
::in an office on station waiting for his ship::

TAC_Derek says:
::Mumbling::

TAC_Derek says:
::about how he wished he were back at Tenubula::

CE_Susman says:
:: on the bridge, doing final diag. and getting ready for departure ::

CTOValrek says:
::reaches Derek's quarters and opens the door::

SO_Triton says:
::in science lab, working on some programs::

TAC_Derek says:
::Jumps a foot::

Host XOmathews says:
::pacing on bridge::

CTOValrek says:
Derek: So how are you today?
MO_Linard says:
::enters sickbay::....Cole: Good Morning....LT. Linard reporting for duty

TAC_Derek says:
Valrek:Fine almost had a heart attack::Smiles::

CSO_Gol says:
::preparing report on the new sensor design for the XO::

Enziri says:
::arrives at the Hayden's airlock and chimes OPS:: *OPS* I request authorization to enter your ship.

Ops_Gregg says:
*Enziri* permission granted

CTOValrek says:
::smiles:: Derek: I've been told that you make a mean cup of coffee....can I have some?

CE_Susman Susman to engineering. Hebert I need you to run a Level 3 diag on the IPS (voycom.wav)

EO_Hebert says:
:: Walks over to Damage Control screen and looks for any errors ::

EO_Hebert says:
*Susman* Aye, Sir.

MO_Cole says:
::turns and smiles at Linard:: Hello there, a pleasure to have you in sickbay, spend this shift getting acquainted with the staff and equipment.

Host Adm_Klord says:
Action: SF communication is received

Enziri says:
*OPS* Thank you. ::Enters the ship wondering why nobody asked her who she is::

TAC_Derek says:
Valrek:Sure::Goes over to a crude looking thing and makes coffee::

CNS_Kent says:
::makes a final purchase and head back to the Hayden::self:  mom will like this

SO_Triton says:
::gets up and decides to go to lounge::

TAC_Derek says:
::Hands coffee over to Valrek::

CTOValrek says:
::looks around as door closes behind him::


MO_Linard says:
::nods in acknowledgment::..Cole: Aye....

Enziri says:
::mumbles to self:: Marcus must have been talking about me ::she shows a pleased smile while walking to the nearest TL::

CTOValrek says:
::takes cup::

CSO_Gol says:
XO: Cmdr., I've been working on a new sensor that should boost SRS up to 3x's their normal distance.  I'd like to go over this with you when you have a chance.

CNS_Kent says:
::arrives at the Hayden:: *OPS* CNS_Kent reporting for duty.

CTOValrek says:
Derek: Thanks

TAC_Derek says:
Valrek:No prob sir

Ops_Gregg says:
XO: sir, SF communique just received

EO_Hebert says:
:: goes to computer console :: <computer>:  Start Level 3 diagnostic on the IPS.

Enziri says:
TL: Sickbay

Host XOmathews says:
Gol: Understood, I will see them later

CSO_Gol says:
XO: Yes, sir.

Host XOmathews says:
Ops: On screen

Ops_Gregg says:
*Kent* acknowledged

EO_Hebert says:
Computer:  Estimate time of completion?

CTOValrek says:
Derek: I figured that you have been in these quarters way too long. ::sips coffee:: How about joining me on the holodeck?

Ops_Gregg says:
XO: aye sir..::opens main viewer with msg

Enziri says:
::exits TL and walks to Sickbay holding her head high::

TAC_Derek says:
Valrek:Yes please sir

EO_Hebert says:
<Computer>:  Nine minutes, twenty-seven seconds.

CNS_Kent says:
::enters the Hayden and heads to quarters::

MO_Linard says:
::goes to nearest med console and runs a few routine diagnostics::

Host Adm_Klord says:
<COM>XO: you are to notify MO Cole that he is the new CMO immediately

SO_Triton says:
::changes mind, remembers he needs a physical::

CTOValrek says:
Derek: Fine. When can you be in uniform and ready?

MO_Cole says:
::hears door open and turns around, mouth drops to the floor:: Enziri: Mom?

Host XOmathews says:
<COM> Understood

TAC_Derek says:
Valrek:Yes sir in about two minutes

CNS_Kent says:
*CTO*: Kent to Valrek, Let me know when you're ready to see me.

Enziri says:
::opens her arms to hug Cole:: Cole: Marcus, my dear son!!!

CE_Susman says:
Mathews: Sir, I need to go to the base just for 20 minutes. Can I go?

CTOValrek says:
Derek: Great, take your time. Good coffee by the way

TAC_Derek says:
::Listen's to comm::

Host Adm_Klord says:
<COM> XO: Also there is a promotion for TAC Kurtham as soon as he is approved as fit for duty by the Cnslr

TAC_Derek says:
Valrek:Huh?Oh yeah

MO_Cole says:
::hugs Enziri:: Enziri: Mom, how, what? When did you come onboard.

CTOValrek says:
*Kent* : In just a few minutes

Host XOmathews says:
<COM> Understood

CNS_Kent says:
::enter TL:: TL: crew quarters

Host XOmathews says:
Dario: Make it quick

CTOValrek says:
::finishes coffee and puts the cup down::

MO_Linard says:
::looks up briefly from console and smiles  to herself at warm reception::

Enziri says:
::hugs her child openly:: Marcus: I just arrived, dear, I have been traveling.

CNS_Kent says:
*CTO* Acknowledged

CE_Susman says:
Mathews: Sure

Ops_Gregg says:
::closes channel::

TAC_Derek says:
::Puts on his best uniform and thinks, Oh great this is a trick I hate my life::

MO_Cole says:
Enziri: I didn't even know you had left earth how are you doing?

Host XOmathews says:
*CMO&TO* Please report to the captains ready room

SO_Triton says:
::enters sickbay::ALL: excuse me  I need a Doctor.

TAC_Derek says:
Valrek: ready to go sir

CE_Susman *Hebert*: Ensign. I'll be on the base for 20 minutes. Take care of all, please (voycom.wav)

Host XOmathews says:
::enters RR::

CNS_Kent says:
::exits TL and walks to quarters::

EO_Hebert says:
*Susman* Aye, Sir.
TAC_Derek says:
::Listens to his comm::

CTOValrek says:
Derek: Ok lets go

MO_Cole says:
*XO* Mathews:  On my way sir.

TAC_Derek says:
Valrek:Sure::Follows::

Enziri says:
::brushes his comment with a wave of her carefully done hands:: Marcus: Well, I didn't know I'd be gone that long. I am doing fine, of course, and what about you? I believe I am looking at one more half pip than the last time I saw you. ::smiles proudly at him::

MO_Linard says:
::picks up nearest med tricorder and scanner...goes to Triton:

MO_Cole says:
Enziri: Mom I have to go find out what that’s all about, I’ll be right back.

CE_Susman says:
:: heads to the TL and enters it :: TL: Starbase. Deck 14 section 7

CTOValrek says:
::opens door and leads Derek out::

MO_Linard says:
Triton:..what's wrong?

MO_Cole says:
Linard: Do me a favor and make my mom feel at home will be back soon.

Enziri says:
::sighs and shakes head:: Marcus: I cross the universe to see you and you leave me... All right, go do whatever you have to do

TAC_Derek says:
Valrek:I gotta go I have been called to the ready room

SO_Triton says:
MOLinard: umm I was ordered to get a physical about two months ago  and uh sort of forgot till just now....::weak grin::

CE_Susman (turbolift.wav)

MO_Linard says:
::nods:: Cole: Aye Sir.....

MO_Cole says:
::still shaken, walks out of sickbay into TL: TL: Deck 1

Host Adm_Klord says:
::reads over Eng. reports on the Hayden and smiles::
TAC_Derek says:
::Heads off towards Capt. ready room::

EO_Hebert says:
<Computer> Hebert:  Diagnostic complete.
<Hebert> Computer:  Bring up results onto my PADD.

Enziri says:
::turns to look at Linard:: Linard: pleased to meet you... you are....? ::looks at the Science Officer::

TAC_Derek says:
<Heads>

CTOValrek says:
::grabs Derek:: Derek: I'll take you there

TAC_Derek says:
Valrek: ::Stutters:: I know what your doing and don't like it

SO_Triton says:
Enziri:I'm Lt. Triton Zaldivar ma’am pleased to meet you. ::salutes::

MO_Linard says:
Enziri: The pleasure's all mine Ma'am....

EO_Hebert says:
:: Walks over to Warp Core and watches the reactor read-outs ::

CTOValrek says:
::walks with Derek towards the ready room::

CE_Susman :: heads to Klord's room and chimes :: (doorchime.wav)

MO_Cole says:
::exits turbolift walks over to RR door, rings chime::

Enziri says:
::extends her hand at him:: Triton: I am Enziri Mailican Cole, pleased to meet such a nice young man.

MO_Cole  (Doorbell.wav)

Host XOmathews says:
enter

CTOValrek says:
Derek: I don’t know what you mean.

MO_Cole says:
::walks into door: XO: Cole reporting as ordered sir.

Host Adm_Klord says:
::looks up:: enter

CE_Susman :: chimes again :: (doorchime.wav)

Host XOmathews says:
MO: Good, where's Kurtham?

CTOValrek says:
Derek: Do you care to explain?

CE_Susman says:
:: enters :: Klord: Thank you, Sir

TAC_Derek says:
Valrek:Well if it Weren’t   for the Admiral You would have ambushed me at the holodecks

MO_Cole says:
XO: Kurthem is still confined to quarters pending release by the CTO upon the CNS's recommendation.

TAC_Derek says:
:Undo's Valrek's grip and heads into room::

CTOValrek says:
Derek: No , there is no ambushes

Host Adm_Klord says:
::stands:: Susman, nice to see you again

TAC_Derek says:
Adm:Hello sir

Host Adm_Klord says:
@Susman: what can I do for you?

Host XOmathews says:
Derek: Good

SO_Triton says:
Linard: By the way I have some new bruises from a sport holo I was in yesterday...

EO_Hebert :: Walks to turbolift :: Computer:  Bridge. (Turbolift.wav)

CE_Susman says:
@Klord: Me too, sir. I needed to talk to you for a few, can I?

CTOValrek says:
::waits outside the door::

Enziri says:
::walks around sickbay checking all systems out of habit::

CSO_Gol says:
::runs full diagnostic of the science station::

MO_Linard says:
::grins at Triton:: Triton:..I'

TAC_Derek says:
@::Wonders why he is here::

MO_Linard says:
Triton: I

Host Adm_Klord says:
@Susman: my door is always open to a fellow eng.

SO_Triton says:
Enziri: Well met for me as well Mrs. Cole

CNS_Kent says:
:;enters quarters and deposits gift, exits and returns to TL::*CTO* Shall I meet you at the holodeck?

TAC_Derek says:
::Thinks Valrek then why need a counselor with me on the holodeck?::

EO_Hebert says:
:: Walks over to Main Engineering Display to see if reading check out ok ::

Host XOmathews says:
MO: I am pleased to promote you to the position of CMO with all the rights and responsibilities therein, congratulations!

CTOValrek says:
*Kent* : We have been delayed. I will inform you when we can meet.

Enziri says:
::turns again to admire the science officer and smiles brightly at him::

MO_Linard says:
Triton: I'll look into it...::runs scanner while eyeing tricorder::

Host XOmathews says:
::shakes hand::

MO_Cole says:
XO::  ::shocked:: Thank you sir....

TAC_Derek says:
<@>

CNS_Kent says:
*CTO* :  Understood

MO_Cole says:
XO: Thank you sir... thank you ::shakes hand::

Ops_Gregg says:
::running diagnostics on all communications::

MO_Cole says:
::thinks... what a day this one is!::

TAC_Derek says:
@MO:Congrats

Host XOmathews says:
Derek: I am pleased to promote you to the rank of lieutenant junior grade with all the rights and responsibilities therein, congratulations! ::hands Derek a pip::

Enziri says:
~~~~Marcus: Well?~~~~

CE_Susman says:
@:; smiles :: Klord: Look, I wanted to ask you to forgive me. I was wrong in my way of think of you. Remember when I came to the ship and you asked me to go to clean the JTs? Well..that's the first impression I had.

EO_Hebert says:
:: notes red light on subspace receiver array :: mumbles:  Dang it, always something.

Host XOmathews says:
::shakes hand::

CMO_Cole says:
~~~~~~Enziri: yes mother I’m coming~~~~~~~

TAC_Derek says:
XO:Tha Tha thank you sir::Salutes and puts on pip::

MO_Linard says:
Triton:...I don't see anything major wrong...just a very mild concussion..if you'd call it that....

Host Adm_Klord says:
@Susman::laughs:: I suppose you have found that it is a good way to discipline a green recruit?

Enziri says:
~~~~~~~Marcus: I hope so, I'm growing roots there! If it weren't for the... view~~~~~

Host XOmathews says:
CMO&TO: Dismissed

TAC_Derek says:
::Walks out smiling::

CMO_Cole says:
XO: Aye sir, :: turns and walks out of RR into the TL::

Host Adm_Klord says:
@Susman: you have to admit you were a bit green::smiles::

TAC_Derek says:
Valrek:Hello

SO_Triton says:
MO: hmm guess I didn't work up enough of a sweat, maybe next time I’ll add some explosions...

CMO_Cole says:
~~~~~~Enziri: Mother, you will never believe the day im having~~~~~~~

Host XOmathews says:
::walks out to bridge::

CTOValrek says:
::sees Derek's pips:: Derek: Congrats!

MO_Linard says:
Triton: and I'll get to your physical once I heal your bruises

TAC_Derek says:
Valrek thank you

TAC_Derek says:
<:>

CE_Susman says:
@:: sighs and smiles :: Sure.. I do... But......Never mind :: laughs ::

CTOValrek says:
Derek: ready for some holodeck time now?

TAC_Derek says:
Valrek:I gu gu guess

CMO_Cole says:
TL: Deck 5

Host Adm_Klord says:
@Susman: now it is your turn to assign that duty Huh?

SO_Triton says:
::sits on bio-bed::MO: Doc I’m all yours, for as long as you want...

Enziri says:
~~~~~Marcus: you can tell me all about it, that's why I'm here, dear~~~~

Host XOmathews says:
Gol: Can I see those plans

EO_Hebert *Susman* Sorry to bother you, Sir.  But I have a problem with the Subspace Receiver Array...:: light goes off :: Uh Never mind... It's taken care of. (CommBadge.wav)

Enziri says:
~~~~~~~Marcus: by the way, is your Science Officer engaged?~~~~~~

MO_Linard says:
::smiles stifling a laugh::....Triton:..you like the dangerous stuff Lt?

CTOValrek says:
Derek: there is nothing to worry about, its just some time to relax and get away from things here for awhile.

CSO_Gol says:
XO: Aye, sir.  ::hands PADD with plans of new SRS design to the XO::

CMO_Cole says:
~~~~~~~Enziri:  No mother he isn't but he is involved with that young lady who is working in sickbay, at least that’s what things look like.~~~~~~

Host XOmathews says:
::looks over plans

TAC_Derek says:
Valrek:Yeah.....right::Sarcasm::Then why is Kent coming?

CE_Susman says:
@Klord: Do you think so? :: hears the comm :: *Hebert*: Ok.. call me when you need me.

CMO_Cole says:
::arrives in sickbay::

MO_Linard says:
:;runs dermal regenerator over Triton's bruises::

CSO_Gol says:
XO: If you'd like I can go over them with you.

EO_Hebert :: Walks to Turbolift :: Engineering. (Turbolift.wav)

Host Adm_Klord says:
@Susman:Dario, I want you to know I will always follow this ship. I'm proud of the way you have kept her up

SO_Triton says:
MO: isn't it obvious?  why do you think I’m on the Hayden...

Enziri says:
::sighs:: ~~~~~Marcus: I thought as much... what a pity~~~~~~

EO_Hebert says:
*Susman*  Aye, Sir.  Hebert, out.

Host XOmathews says:
Gol: Show me

CTOValrek says:
Derek: it is required that she be there, Its procedures.

MO_Linard says:
::looks to CMO Cole:: Cole Congratulations sir....

CMO_Cole says:
MO: thank you Kathleen.

TAC_Derek says:
Valrek:Um O.K.,

TAC_Derek says:
::Fighting the urge to kick Valrek and run::

CTOValrek says:
Derek: she is basically there to observe.

MO_Linard says:
Triton: I guess so

Host Adm_Klord says:
@Susman: Anything else?

MO_Linard says:
Cole: You're welcome

TAC_Derek says:
Valrek: Observe what? Me sitting on some hologram?

CSO_Gol says:
XO: Well, by reconfiguring a few of the isoleniar chips I was able to boost efficiency using the exact same amount of power consumption.

Enziri says:
::extends both her hands to her son to take:: Marcus, I am so proud of you.

CTOValrek says:
*Kent* : We will be there soon.

CTOValrek says:
Derek: Yes exactly

CNS_Kent says:
*CTO*: understood

TAC_Derek says:
*Kent*:Yes we will

CE_Susman says:
@Klord: oh, thank you, sir. I try to keep that ship as better as I can.... :: sighs :: Anytime...and anywhere.....--No sir. Thanks for you attendance.:: shakes hands ::

CMO_Cole says:
::takes Enziri's hands:: Enziri: Thank you mother, its good to see you again.

CSO_Gol says:
XO: I have done some tests on the holodeck, and have received very good results.  I'd like to give this a try on the ship.

SO_Triton says:
MO: How about you Katheen? how close to the fire do you like to stand?

EO_Hebert says:
:: Walks to ENG. panel and notes the problem in the ENG log ::

Host XOmathews says:
Gol: Ok, work with Ens.Hebert on installing it once we leave

Host Adm_Klord says:
@Susman: thanks for coming by and good luck

TAC_Derek says:
::Follows Valrek down to Holodecks::

CSO_Gol says:
XO: Aye, sir. And thank you.

MO_Linard says:
Triton: I've been know to do some dangerous rock climbing.

CE_Susman says:
@Klord: and to you, sir.

CTOValrek says:
::comes to the holodeck and enters the access code::

CMO_Cole says:
Enziri: Perhaps you would like to see the labs, there just down this way.... we have some very advanced equipment.

CNS_Kent says:
::makes way to the holodecks::

Enziri says:
::kisses Marcus' cheeks:: CMO: Now I suppose you will have some time to spend with me now.

CTOValrek says:
::doors open::

CTOValrek says:
Derek: After you.

CE_Susman says:
@:: leaves the room and heads to the TL ::

CNS_Kent says:
CTO/TAC: Are we ready?

CMO_Cole says:
Enziri: That I will mother.

Enziri says:
CMO: Of course ::takes his arm and lets him show her the labs::

TAC_Derek says:
::Jumps at Kent's voice::

Host XOmathews says:
Ops: Alert the crew that we will be leaving

CTOValrek says:
Kent: Yes

CMO_Cole says:
Linard: Ill be in the MedLabs, call me if you need me.

CE_Susman says:
@TL: Hayden. Deck 11 section 2....Fast...

MO_Linard says:
::nods:: Cole: Aye Sir

CE_Susman (turbolift.wav)

Enziri says:
::waves to Linard and Zaldivar::

Ops_Gregg says:
XO: aye sir..::opens a channel:: *ALL* all hands report back to the ship, we are leaving

TAC_Derek says:
::Looks for any phaser wielding people::

CMO_Cole says:
::takes Enziri’s arm and leads her down the hall::

CTOValrek says:
::enters the holodeck::

CNS_Kent says:
::notices Derek's response::Derek: Everything will be alright.

Enziri says:
::startled at hearing the call::

SO_Triton says:
MO: Rock climbing huh? Maybe you could show me how to do that someday ::waves to MRS., Cole::

CNS_Kent says:
::enters holodeck::

Enziri says:
CMO: I believe I must leave your ship, son. Will you escort me back to the airlock?

CTOValrek says:
Derek: Its just us here

TAC_Derek says:
Kent:That is what the people who killed my mother said

CE_Susman says:
:: reaches Engineering and sees Hebert :: Hebert: It's all right?

EO_Hebert says:
:: walks to power distribution console and looks over Data ::

EO_Hebert says:
Susman:  Yes, Sir  All is good.

CMO_Cole says:
Enziri: Yes mother its right this way. ~~~~~~~Enziri: So soon?~~~~:: enters the TL with Enziri: TL: Airlock 2

TAC_Derek says:
::Now looks for places to hide::

CNS_Kent says:
::thinks, I don't remember seeing  that in his file:: Derek: Are you ready?

CTOValrek says:
::Holodeck doors close behind Derek::

MO_Linard says:
::looks in Enziri's direction and nods:: Triton:...maybe....

Enziri says:
::walks beside her son:: ~~~~~Marcus, you're apparently about to leave the Station~~~~

CE_Susman says:
Hebert: Bring back all the Turbolift cars to the ship, please

TAC_Derek says:
Kent:No but you'll start with or without me anyway

Host XOmathews says:
*Derek* Please report to the bridge immediately

CMO_Cole says:
~~~~~Enziri: True, but still, where are you planning to go next?~~~~~~

TAC_Derek says:
*XO*:Yes sir

CNS_Kent says:
Derek: it's our ...

Enziri says:
~~~~~Marcus: Right now... I have no idea. I should ask my secretary, you know I don't take care of such matters myself~~~~~~

CMO_Cole says:
::Steps out of Turbolift::

CE_Susman *Susman to bridge*: Sir, we'll be ready to go in 5 minutes. (voycom.wav)

TAC_Derek says:
Kent,Valrek:Gotta go duty calls

EO_Hebert says:
:: Walks to main ENG console and sets TL functions to return to ship ASAP ::

CNS_Kent says:
*XO* :  Cmdr. Derek is in a therapy session.

Enziri says:
~~~~~~Marcus: I'll write to you and tell you, I have some meetings yet to attend~~~~
CNS_Kent says:
Derek: just a moment.

CTOValrek says:
::looks upset::

TAC_Derek says:
::Runs to door and thinks all codes he know's and punches in the right code::

SO_Triton says:
MO: so what’s the prognosis Doc? is it fatal ::EG::

CMO_Cole says:
~~~~~~Enziri: Well some things never change~~~~~~

MO_Linard says:
Triton: Shall we begin your physical?

Host XOmathews says:
CNS: Understood

CTOValrek says:
::all doors are locked out::

CMO_Cole says:
::gives mother a hug as she arrives at the airlock::

TAC_Derek says:
All:Get me outa this tin can

CNS_Kent says:
*XO*: Thank you sir.

Enziri says:
::arrives to the airlock and smiles:: ~~~~Marcus: I believe you know me too well, son. I am proud of you~~~~~::hugs her son::

CMO_Cole says:
Enziri: See you soon mother, and safe travel.

SO_Triton says:
Linard: like I said I’m all yours, for as long as you want......

Ops_Gregg says:
*ALL* all visitors must depart, seal all air locks we are preparing to depart

EO_Hebert says:
Susman:  I had a warning light on the Subspace receiver array but it went out, want me to check it out?

CSO_Gol says:
*Hebert*: Once we have disembarked, report to Science Lab 1.

CNS_Kent says:
Computer: activate program

TAC_Derek says:
::Wish's he was on a Borg infested planet rather than this::

CNS_Kent says:
Holodeck setting is aboard the U.S.S. Lakeview, hanging dead in space.  The AT is on board searching for possible survivors.

Enziri says:
Marcus: Same to you ::walks to wards the Station and turns to wave to her son:: bye

CMO_Cole says:
::gets ready to seal airlock::

MO_Linard says:
Triton:....well, you'll live for now.....::smiles::

CMO_Cole says:
Enziri ~~~~ good bye mother~~~~

CNS_Warke says:
::appears on holodeck::

EO_Hebert says:
*Gol* Aye, Sir.

CE_Susman says:
Hebert: Please, do so.

Host XOmathews says:
Triton: Take flight control

CMO_Cole says:
:: closes airlock::

Enziri says:
~~~~Marcus: Be safe~~~~

CTOValrek says:
Derek: calm down, I don’t know what you think will happen here

CMO_Cole says:
*OPS* Airlock two is secured.

TAC_Derek says:
::Looks at suit then at phaser rifle::Self:Good something resembling duty

Ops_Gregg says:
*CMO* acknowledged

Enziri says:
@::sighs at the sight of the airlock sealing and turns to go back to her temp quarters::

SO_Triton says:
MO: sorry doc the XO needs me...

EO_Hebert says:
:: nods and walks to TL ::

CSO_Gol says:
*Hebert* I'll advise Lt. Susman.

CMO_Cole says:
:: walks down hallway towards TL::

CNS_Kent says:
::stands back to observe for a moment::

TAC_Derek says:
Valrek:Oh just going nuts knowing I am needed

EO_Hebert says:
:: turns around and thinks, I can do it from here ::

SO_Triton says:
*XO*: on my way Sir

Ops_Gregg says:
XO: all air locks are sealed, awaiting further orders

Host XOmathews says:
Ops: Good

CTOValrek says:
Derek: Yes you are needed here

CE_Susman says:
Hebert: Report?

CMO_Cole says:
::in turbolift:: TL: Deck 5

CNS_Kent says:
::notices CNS Warke's image::Derek:  Do you remember this situation?

EO_Hebert says:
Susman:  Working on it now....

MO_Linard says:
Triton: no problem......make an appointment for your physical

Host Adm_Klord says:
<COM> Hayden you are cleared to leave

SO_Triton says:
::quickly exits medlab taking one last look at Kathleen, heads straight for bridge::

TAC_Derek says:
Kent:Well yea first mission

Ops_Gregg says:
*SB118* acknowledged

CSO_Gol says:
*Susman* I've ordered Ens. Hebert to report to Science Lab 1, once we have disembarked. If you need any help in engineering contact Lt. Zaldivar.

CE_Susman says:
Hebert: ok...Speed it up

CMO_Cole says:
::nearly bumps into triton as he enters sickbay::

EO_Hebert says:
Computer:  Run level 4 diagnostic on Subspace Receiver Array.
<Computer>: Working

TAC_Derek says:
::Wonders sense there is nothing threatening how could it prove stress::

Ops_Gregg says:
XO: we are cleared to depart sir

CE_Susman says:
*Gol*: why you need him?

MO_Linard says:
::sighs shaking head and resumes her diagnostics::

CNS_Kent says:
Derek: do you recognize CNS Warke?

CMO_Cole says:
Linard:  I take it everything went well with Mr. Zaldivar.

EO_Hebert says:
<Computer>: diagnostic complete... no abnormalcies found.

EO_Hebert says:
Susman:  Check out ok.

CSO_Gol says:
*Susman* Cmdr. Matthews has ordered him to assist me in implementing a new SRS design I've been working on.

TAC_Derek says:
Kent:Warke?!?!?!?!?!?Yes I heard she is one of the worst counselors on the federation torture wise

SO_Triton says:
::exits TL at Main Bridge:: XO: SO reporting sir. ::sits at flight control station::

Host XOmathews says:
SO: Set coarse for.....

MO_Linard says:
Cole: Yes, Sir...he had a few bruises from overdoing it in the holo suite but he's fine just the same

CE_Susman says:
:: hears the computer and Hebert :: Hebert: ok. Now go to SCI lab 1 and report me all, ok?
CNS_Kent says:
Derek: She's here to help walk us through this.

CE_Susman says:
*Gol*: Ok, he'll be going

CMO_Cole says:
::enters CMO's office, running over the crew roster scheduling physicals::

EO_Hebert says:
Susman:  Aye, Sir.  :: Walks out of ENG. ::

TAC_Derek says:
Kent:Ya and I am a Llama

CTOValrek says:
Derek: She is just part of the program

Host XOmathews says:
SO: Set coarse for Sector 445.897

Ops_Gregg says:
*ALL* prepare for departure

CMO_Cole says:
Linard: Good.

TAC_Derek says:
Valrek:Oh then she can't hurt me good

CNS_Kent says:
::nods::  Derek: Valrek's right.

EO_Hebert TL:  Science Lab 1. (Turbolift.wav)

CTOValrek says:
Derek: that’s right

CSO_Gol says:
*Susman*: Acknowledged.

SO_Triton says:
::plots in course:: XO: course laid in sir. Awaiting orders...

CNS_Kent says:
Derek: Exactly

TAC_Derek says:
All:Is this part of the test or are we just working late?

Host XOmathews says:
SO:Pull us away from the SB
CMO_Cole says:
Linard: During your next duty shift take some time to read over the recent patient charts. We may see some repeat business.

EO_Hebert says:
:: Walks into Sci.Lab1,  Looks around ::

CNS_Kent says:
All: we'll see.

CE_Susman Engineering to Bridge: We are ready for departure. (voycom.wav)

CTOValrek says:
Derek: there is no test.....just here to see your reactions is all.

TAC_Derek says:
Kent:At  my current state when will I be put back on duty?

CNS_Kent says:
CNS: Derek had to spend a portion of this mission alone.

MO_Linard says:
Cole: Alright.

EO_Hebert says:
:: Nods at GOL :: Gol:  Yes sir, you wanted to see me?

CSO_Gol says:
::heads to TL::

CNS_Kent says:
Derek:  If all goes well during this session, it could be soon.

SO_Triton says:
::begins impulse power up, and head away from SB.....realizes to release clamps at last minute::

TAC_Derek says:
Kent,Warke:Ya didn’t bother me at all just the feeling of walking with no backup a little scary

MO_Linard says:
Cole: You're Mom seems to be a nice lady....I enjoyed meeting her

CTOValrek says:
Derek: Just don’t try to fool us...we will know

CNS_Kent says:
Derek:  what did you do here on the Lakeview?

CSO_Gol says:
TL: Deck 7, Science Lab 1.

TAC_Derek says:
Valrek:Huh?

CTOValrek says:
Derek: never mind
MO_Linard says:
::runs handheld scanner over the biobeds watching her tricorder for any problems::

TAC_Derek says:
Kent:Well I followed the mission parameters and looked for anybody alive

CMO_Cole says:
Linard: Yes... im rather to see she's so far from earth.... Ever since my father died she's been .... isolated.

SO_Triton says:
XO: Hayden has disengaged from SB and is heading towards the edge of the system

CNS_Warke says:
Derek:greetings

CSO_Gol says:
::enters to Science Lab 1::

SO_Triton says:
XO: at half impulse

EO_Hebert says:
:: Nods at GOL :: Gol:  Yes sir, you wanted to see me?

Host XOmathews says:
SO: Engage warp8, ::doing the finger forward thing::

TAC_Derek says:
Warke:Program or not do not come near me

CSO_Gol says:
Hebert: Good, nice to see you're here early.

CNS_Kent says:
::watches Derek's reaction::

CTOValrek says:
::thinks that Kent needs to learn how to program this CNS better....was slow to react::

EO_Hebert says:
:: grins ::

CNS_Warke says:
Derek: did you follow the orders?

SO_Triton says:
XO: Yes Sir ::engages warp drive, not impressed with finger pointing thing::

CSO_Gol says:
Hebert: Yes, we are to begin installing a new SRS..  The design parameters are on the PADD.

TAC_Derek says:
Warke:Yes I just got through saying so::Smiles::

CSO_Gol says:
::hands PADD to Hebert::

EO_Hebert says:
:: takes PADD and looks at the designs ::

CNS_Warke says:
Derek: we'll see and don't threaten me or I'll schedule you a therapy session

Host XOmathews says:
SO:ETA?

CNS_Kent says:
::glances at Valrek, step closer to whisper:: CTO: He is still showing a lot of hostility.

MO_Linard says:
Cole: I'm sorry to hear that....how long has it been since you're father's passing?

CNS_Kent says:
Derek:  where did you go?

TAC_Derek says:
Kent:Yep of course you should know I have good ears

CSO_Gol says:
Hebert: I'm hoping to have this installed within 2 to 3 hours.  What do you think.

SO_Triton says:
XO: at current speed 2 days...

CTOValrek says:
::whispers back:: Kent: I know, but we will have to see how he deals with what's next.

CNS_Kent says:
::nods::

TAC_Derek says:
Kent:Well first hmm I don't remember where I was going first then towards the shuttle bay for survivors

EO_Hebert says:
Gol:  That is pushing it, but if we do it right the first time... :: nods yes ::

SO_Triton says:
XO: Sir there seems to be an alarm from the Computer about sustaining our current Warp

CMO_Cole says:
Linard: Two years now, he was Ambassador to Betazed, when the dominion invaded his shuttle was destroyed

CSO_Gol says:
Hebert: Then let's get to it.

CTOValrek says:
::remains quiet as Derek retraces his steps::

CNS_Kent says:
Derek: were the computer controls working or did you have to use manual

MO_Linard says:
::makes a small adjustment to one of the biobeds::

Host XOmathews says:
SO:Drop to warp 5.01

CSO_Gol says:
::heads to nearest replicator, and gives design specifications::

TAC_Derek says:
::Tries to remember::Kent:Manuale.Why?

CE_Susman says:
:: Runs a System Check 3485 ::

CNS_Kent says:
Derek:  Would you show us?

CNS_Warke says:
Derek: lets take a look at what could have happened

SO_Triton says:
XO: aye sir, slowing ship ::slows ship to Warp 5.01::

TAC_Derek says:
Warke:Let's not please

MO_Linard says:
::Senses his loss and is saddened:: Cole: You miss him don't you

EO_Hebert says:
:: looks over designs again, and goes to the replicator with Gol ::

EO_Hebert :: hears the replicator , replicating :: (Replicator.wav)

CNS_Warke says:
Derek:we must

CMO_Cole says:
Linard: Yes I do Lt. but not nearly as much as she does, she's very alone now.

TAC_Derek says:
::Heads to door and checks the control board then goes to opening them manually

CE_Susman says:
*Hebert*: Report! What are you doing?

TAC_Derek says:
<<<::>>>

CMO_Cole says:
~~~~Linard: And if she ever visits in phase keep a tight hold on triton~~~~

MO_Linard says:
Cole: Yes I know...

CNS_Kent says:
As Derek touches the manual control to open the shuttle bay doors, the scene changes.  We now see the bridge of the Lakeview, and he has activated the self-destruct.  The Lakeview explodes also destroying the Hayden.  There are no survivors.

TAC_Derek says:
Warke:And why is that?

CSO_Gol says:
Hebert: While the computer creates the new chips we should determine precisely where they should be placed, one false move and we could blow out the entire EPS grid.

CTOValrek says:
::shields his eyes from the blast::

EO_Hebert says:
*Susman* We are installing a new SRS design, that will increase range and efficiency.

CNS_Warke says:
Derek: we're are examining your reactions

EO_Hebert says:
:: nods to Gol, thinking about those Red and Green Wires ::

TAC_Derek says:
::doesn’t react he would be dead::

Host XOmathews says:
::sits down in big chair::

TAC_Derek says:
All:I would be dead if this happened

MO_Linard says:
~~~~Cole: Not to worry....I'm ahead of you...I don't have to be Betazoid to see she had taken a likeness to him~~~~

SO_Triton says:
::begins running diagnostic on warp field integrity::

CNS_Warke says:
Derek: so you destroyed the ship?

CTOValrek says:
::wonders how Derek feels about killing his crewmates::

CMO_Cole says:
~~~~Linard: She was quite interested in him... glad that she didn't have the chance to put her foot in her mouth~~~~

TAC_Derek says:
::In back of mind is glad it was a sim he wouldn’t have liked to kill anybody hates to kill""

TAC_Derek says:
<<<::>>

CE_Susman says:
*Hebert*: Are you all ill? Upgrading SRS with a new SRS design now.......:: sighs :: 

TAC_Derek says:
>

EO_Hebert says:
:: takes scans to make sure which chips to remove and which ones need to be left where they are.

CNS_Kent says:
::still seeing spots from the blast:: Derek: what are you feeling?

TAC_Derek says:
Warke:Hardly I just did my orders and went back to the Hayden

EO_Hebert says:
*Susman* Sir ?

TAC_Derek says:
Kent:Well you want if I was there or here now?

MO_Linard says:
~~~~Cole: Me too..it may have gotten uncomfortable for a few people~~~~~~~

EO_Hebert says:
Gol:  They almost complete?

CNS_Kent says:
Derek:  If this had happened and you were a survivor?  How would you feel?

Ops_Gregg says:
XO: sir I just checked the SF records for the Learsi System. It is made up of 12 populated planets

CMO_Cole says:
~~~~Linard: I quite agree.~~~~~

Host XOmathews says:
Ops: Acknowledged

TAC_Derek says:
Kent:Awful knowing only I lived. Probably would just dwindle and die from killing people who are my friends

CNS_Warke says:
Derek: so you didn't feel any remorse over destroying the ship and killing what survivors there were?

CE_Susman says:
*Hebert/Gol*: What are you upgrading? And why you didn't tell me, Gol? I hate the things this way.....

CSO_Gol says:
Hebert: Just about.
MO_Linard says:
Cole: I've finished the diagnostics...was there anyone scheduled for physicals that needed contacting?

EO_Hebert says:
*BRIDGE*:  We will be taking the short range sensors offline for a couple of hours to make some adjustments.

TAC_Derek says:
Warke:Well there were no survivors on the LakeVeiw but the Hayden...............

CSO_Gol says:
*Susman*: I know, it's fun not to tell you these things.  I get a real kick out of it.

EO_Hebert says:
*Susman*  I am reporting as ordered.

Ops_Gregg says:
XO: also found in the database that each one is about 1 days flight apart

CE_Susman says:
*Gol* I bet you'll get it.. :: frowns ::

Host XOmathews says:
Ops: Good, relay info to the con

CMO_Cole says:
::walks out of office:: Linard: Well besides Mr. Zaldivar whom I think you already dealt with ::mental wink::  I want a follow up done on Lt. Kurthem, and physicals on Lt's Gol, Mathews, and Ensign Hebert.

Ops_Gregg says:
XO: aye sir ::pushes button and relays info to FCO console::

CNS_Kent says:
::notices the quiver in Derek's voice:: Derek: Are you ok?

CNS_Warke says:
Derek:lets find out::Derek is on the Hayden in the same situation::

SO_Triton says:
XO: is it safe to be meddling with the sensors while we are at warp?

CE_Susman says:
*Gol* Now, if that will go wrong I'll take care you'll be on a starbase the rest of your carrier :: too angry ::

CMO_Cole says:
Linard: when we call Mathews in I want special attention paid to his liver and kidney

Host XOmathews says:
SO: It's fine, I think

CNS_Warke says:
Derek:only this time there are survivors

TAC_Derek says:
Kent:Fine::Killing quivers::

MO_Linard says:
::nods:: Cole: Aye Sir....the reason?

TAC_Derek says:
Warke:Well I would wait for the one in charge to order us into a lifeboat or if I were in charge order us to a lifeboat

CSO_Gol says:
*Susman* Sorry, must be getting some static, couldn't....hear...that....message... must be ........

EO_Hebert says:
Gol:  Do we continue?

CMO_Cole says:
Linard: An incident that occurred on starbase... its in his file.. Ill make sure you receive copies.

CSO_Gol says:
::smiles, thinks that'll really get him::

Host XOmathews says:
SO: We'll find out soon, won't we?

CNS_Kent says:
Computer: alter program

MO_Linard says:
Cole:..Ok I'll look it up

CNS_Kent says:
Holodeck setting is now the Hayden bridge.  The Hayden has just entered the Owlston Nebula.  Derek is at TAC.

TAC_Derek says:
Self:Uh-Oh

CE_Susman says:
*Gol*What the??? :: moves to the master situation monitor and switches SCI lab 1 off ::

CNS_Kent says:
Derek:  this simulation you can just watch.

CNS_Kent says:
As TAC Derek makes adjustments to the controls, he causes the shields to go off line.  With no shields all aboard are killed by radiation.

CSO_Gol says:
Hebert: Yes, the chips are complete.  Let's run a few scans to ensure there are no imperfections.

TAC_Derek says:
Kent:Thanks
CE_Susman says:
:: Thinks: Now try to fool an Engineer ::

CMO_Cole says:
*XO* Dr. Cole to Lt. Mathews, Im running physicals on all crew over the next few days... Please inform me when you are available.

Host XOmathews says:
*CMO* Understood

SO_Triton says:
::finally realizes OPS is sending him flight data and accepts data transfer::

EO_Hebert says:
Gol:  Aye.  :: takes tricorder out and takes scans of individual chips ::

CNS_Warke says:
Derek: you just killed everyone on the Hayden

CTOValrek says:
Kent: I think that’s enough for now, don't you?

CMO_Cole says:
Linard: We are going to be busy in here, over the next week I want physicals done on all officers and crew.... Welcome to sickbay ::smiles::

TAC_Derek says:
Warke:Gee thanks

CSO_Gol says:
::scans remaining chips::

CNS_Kent says:
Valrek: Agreed.

CTOValrek says:
Derek: Ready to go back now?

Host XOmathews says:
::watches crew at work from big chair::

CNS_Kent says:
Computer: end program

TAC_Derek says:
::Shoves dead Derek out of the chair::

CSO_Gol says:
Hebert: Are they ready?

MO_Linard says:
Cole: happy to be here Sir.....::grins::

SO_Triton says:
::begins looking for emergency escape routes in case os sensor failure::

EO_Hebert says:
Gol:  Looks good to me.

TAC_Derek says:
All:Ohhhh I was gonna fix that

CTOValrek says:
::opens doors to holodeck::

CTOValrek says:
Derek: Lets go, we can come back later

TAC_Derek ::Listens to them open:: (HolodeckDoors.wav)

CNS_Kent says:
Derek:  we'll finish later.

TAC_Derek says:
Valrek,Kent:Fine

CMO_Cole says:
::begins typing out crew physicals schedule::

CTOValrek says:
::lead Derek out of holodeck::

CMO_Cole  (Console.wav)

EO_Hebert says:
*Susman* I am reporting as ordered, we need that power.

TAC_Derek says:
All:I have a question am I sane or insane?

CSO_Gol says:
Hebert: Let's get this installed.

EO_Hebert says:
Gol: We can't without power

CNS_Kent says:
::exits holodeck, hears Derek's question:: Derek:  You're quite sane.

CSO_Gol says:
Hebert: I rerouted the power before getting here, no problems.

CE_Susman says:
*Hebert*: Well.. I'll turn there on... Be prepared...only that. :: turns SCI lab 1 on ::

TAC_Derek says:
Kent:Oh good

EO_Hebert says:
*Susman*  Aye, Sir.

Host AGM_John says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<pause mission>>>>>>>>>>>




